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	In the 11 articles in this first of two parts, top scholars summarize and analyze recent scholarship in corporate finance.  Covering subjects from corporate taxes to behavioral corporate finance and econometric issues, their articles reveal how specializations resonate with each other and indicate likely directions for future research. By including both established and emerging topics, Volume 2 will have the same long shelf life and high citations that characterize Volume 1 (2003).

	
		Presents coherent summaries of major finance fields, marking important advances and revisions
	
		Describes the best corporate finance research created about the 2008 financial crises
	
		Exposes readers to a wide range of subjects described and analyzed by the best scholars
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Encyclopedia of Geographic Information ScienceSage Publications, 2007
“Most of the topics in this encyclopedia will remain important for years to come. Many of the topics here are germane to geography such as the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, spatial autocorrelation, mental maps, and scale. For these reasons as well as for its sheer readability and usefulness, I believe that...
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PowerShell and WMIManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		I am glad that Richard Siddaway decided to sit down and write a book on WMI. I have
	
		had the privilege of working with Richard over the last several years since becoming
	
		the Microsoft Scripting Guy, and I have long been impressed by his technical prowess.
	
		Whether Richard is speaking at a user group or conference or...
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Do more with SOA Integration: Best of PacktPackt Publishing, 2011


	A Packt Compendium is a book formed by drawing existing content from several related Packt titles. In other words, it is a mash-up of published Packt content – Professional Expertise Distilled in the true sense. Such a compendium of Packt's content allows you to learn from each of the chapters' unique styles and Packt does its...
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MySQL Stored Procedure ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2006
The implementation of stored procedures in MySQL 5.0 a huge
 milestone -- one that is expected to lead to widespread enterprise adoption of
 the already extremely popular MySQL database. If you are serious about
 building the web-based database applications of the future, you need to
 get up to speed quickly...
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Kant's 'Critique of Practical Reason': A Critical Guide (Cambridge Critical Guides)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	The idea for this project grew out of a conversation between Jens Timmermann, Steve Engstrom and Andrews Reath at a conference on Kant’s moral philosophy hosted by Peking University in May 2004. We believe that Andy suggested that there was a need for a volume of new essays on the Critique of Practical Reason, and Jens suggested that we...
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Numerical Techniques for Chemical and Biological Engineers Using MATLAB®: A Simple Bifurcation ApproachSpringer, 2006

	This book has come about by chance.


	The first author, Said Elnashaie, and his wife, Shadia Elshishini, moved next door to
	the second author, Frank Uhlig, and his family in 2000. The two families became good
	neighbors and friends. Their chats covered the usual topics and occasionally included
	random teaching, departmental, and...
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